if it’s worth protecting it’s worth
the estate collection.

everywhere quality, beauty and strength matter

Tests have proven that
many of our products
withstand winds of
nearly 300 MPH.

CGI windows and doors exude quality without
compromise. As the premier manufacturer of impact
resistant windows and doors, our products offer superior
strength, energy efficiency and beauty. Every detail reflects
our commitment to exceptional quality, from our strong
commercial-grade aluminum frames to impact resistant
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glass options and finest hardware components.
The best choice for hurricane prone coastal regions, the

performance against high winds and violent storms. Found
in many of the most prestigious residential homes, office

CGI Estate Collection exceeds the Miami-Dade county

buildings and resorts, including the historic Breakers

and Florida building codes, considered some of the

Hotel in Palm Beach, Florida, CGI windows and doors are

most rigorous in the industry and assures best-in-class

everywhere quality, beauty and strength matter.
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a perfect combination of form and function

Unparalleled elegance is the first impression, and
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functionality. Our windows and doors protect and insulate

a lasting one. CGI impact resistant windows and

against every imaginable external event, from hurricanes

doors capture the look you desire, from traditional to

to UV protection, outside noise and forced entry. Add in

contemporary. The sheer beauty is matched by remarkable

the finest selection of glass and colors, including a variety

of Aspen wood grain finishes and it is no wonder top
designers and architects prefer the CGI Estate Collection for
their most upscale projects and exclusive homes.

Our aluminum frames are up to 100%
thicker than competitors and are the

most sensible choice for coastal areas.
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larger stainless steel fasteners

estate

We use #10-1 ¼ inch
stainless steel fasteners in each
window frame corner. Bigger,
longer screws means more frame
strength, greater longevity and
better hurricane resistance.

Theirs

Others use #8-1-inch
galvanized screws
in each corner.

over 100% higher design pressures

estate

The higher the max design
pressure the more resistant
to hurricane strength winds.
Our design pressure max is
+110/-195.

Theirs

Max design pressure
is only +70/-90.

thicker laminated glass

Our glass
thickness7/16”

estate

Most Estate products use
thicker glass.
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Their glass
thickness5/16”

Theirs

Typically use thinner
glass.

the difference superior engin

eering makes is crystal clear

distinctive muntin/grid details

Ogee

estate

Our highly contoured
muntin provides a
fashionable look.

Triangular

Theirs

Some competitors offer
basic, less contoured
muntins that lack real style.

attractive glazing bead trim

Ogee

Square

estate

Designed to look
like wood. Square
is also available.

Theirs

Only available in
square.

thicker aluminum frame

estate

.090”

Strength starts with an
aluminum extrusion. At
.090 ours is 45% thicker.

Theirs

.062”

Standard aluminum
thickness is just .062”.
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estate gives you maximum protection
Aluminum frames that are up to 100% thicker than

County protocols, considered among the toughest in the

competitors and windows that withstand winds of nearly 300

industry.

mph is just the beginning of the Estate Collection story. It

Distinctive sightlines and beautiful designs are two of the

also exceeds the Florida Building Code and the Miami-Dade

reasons it’s the choice of the most demanding architects.
Premium components, expert engineering, along with years
of research and development, have enabled us to develop
impact resistant windows and doors that not only look great,
but outperform their competitors in quality and value.
A wide selection of energy efficient glass options are
available with each of our product lines to provide you with
both energy savings and the strength homeowners and
architects have come to expect from CGI.

estate offers larger sizes
The Estate Collection offers so much strength and durability

for homeowners that desire beautiful, unobstructed views

that we can offer windows, sliding glass doors and entry

without sacrificing protection. 10 foot tall windows are a tall

doors in heights of up to 10 feet tall. It’s the perfect choice

order for other manufacturers to meet.

10’
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estate offers energy efficiency
By combining the advantages of impact protection and

glass or insulated laminated glass with a LoE coating is

energy savings, you can achieve greater energy efficiency

another choice. Both options represent higher costs but with

and meet your budget requirements based on the glass you

the best energy efficiency. These advanced glass options are

choose. The most cost effective impact resistant glazing

more appropriate for cooler climates.

option, for example, is tinted laminated glass. Laminated

Why laminated glass
OUTSIDE

INSIDE

Tinted or LoE glass coatings
reflect solar heat
so heat energy is reflected
away and keeps summer out,
while visible light passes
through to interior

Laminated glass protects from
impacts, damaging UV rays and
sound intrusion

how to select glass
Step 1: Select between laminated glass or insulated
laminated glass

efficiency. Tinted glass absorbs incoming solar radiation
through the glass thereby reducing the heat and light
transfer into a room. Clear glass is also available, although

Laminated Hurricane Impact Resistant Glass is comprised
of two sheets of glass bonded together with a protective

without special coatings or tints heat transfer is not
minimized and may not meet code requirements.

interlayer. Laminated glass is the primary hurricane barrier
used in impact resistant windows. Laminated glass is also
used in the windshields of cars.

LoE Glass - LoE coatings are applied to the internal
glass surface to separate heat energy (long wave) and
light energy (short wave). The heat energy (long wave) is

Insulated Laminated Glass adds an extra single pane of

reflected back to the heat source and the short wave can pass

glass to the laminated glass unit with a sealed air space

through the coating. CGI offers high performance coatings

(or gas filled space) in between. This glass is generally

on its insulated laminated products and certain laminated

more expensive but offers enhanced energy performance.

products.

Although it is more useful in colder climates, it does
improve the performance of LoE coatings and in some

With all of these options of tints, LoE and Insulated Glass,

cases architects or local building departments are

how do I decide? - In warm tropical climates if you are cost

requiring its use.

conscious, avoid insulated glass if not required by codes.
Suggest tinted glass or clear glass with LoE. If you want the

Step 2: Decide whether to use a LoE coating or glass tints.

best energy performance, consider insulated laminated glass
with a LoE coating. Also, discuss with your dealer to ensure

Tinted Glass - Tinted glass is typically the most cost

that you are in compliance with building code requirements.

effective solution combining cost reductions with energy
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we take pride in our

Our impact resistant windows
and doors also provide 24/7
intruder protection.
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superior quality, craftsmanship and fit and finish

CGI’s Estate Collection combines the advantages of

engineering to fit, finish and handcrafted detailing, we take

impact protection, aesthetics, security and energy savings.

pride in creating quality products that are as resistant to

Built to the most exacting specifications, every window and

impact from storms as they are stunningly beautiful.

door reflects the highest quality standards. From superior
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